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Abstract
In this paper, a novel semi-implicit lubrication dynamics method that can efficiently simulate
dense non-colloidal suspensions is proposed. To blackuce the computational cost in the pre-
sented methodology, inter-particle lubrication-based forces and torques alone are consideblack
together with a short-range repulsion to enforce finite inter-particle separation due to surface
roughness, Brownian forces or other excluded volume effects. Given that the lubrication
forces are singular, i.e. scaling inversely with the inter-particle gap, the strategy to expedite
the calculations is severely compromised if explicit integration schemes are used, especially
at high concentrations. To overcome this issue, an efficient semi-implicit splitting integration
scheme to solve for the particles translational and rotational velocities is presented. To val-
idate the proposed methodology, a suspension under simple shear test is simulated in three
dimensions and its rheology is compablack against benchmark results. To demonstrate the
stability/speed-up in the calculations, performance of the proposed semi-implicit scheme is
compablack against a classical explicit Velocity-Verlet scheme. The pblackicted viscometric
functions for a non-colloidal suspension with a Newtonian matrix are in excellent agreement
with the reference data from the literature. Moreover, the presented semi-implicit algo-
rithm is found to be significantly faster than the classical lubrication dynamics methods with
Velocity-Verlet integration schemes.
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1. Introduction1
A wide variety of complex fluid-materials in the manufacturing and processing industries2
fall under the category of non-colloidal suspensions. Needless to say, developing an under-3
standing of the behavior of such materials under different conditions can have tremendous4
implications in various fields of engineering and technology [1]. A comprehensive experi-5
mental characterization of their material behavior is not straightforward and usually involve6
costly equipments and time consuming procedures. In addition, it is difficult to obtain generic7
results due to the specific physicochemical interactions between the solvent and the dispersed8
medium. Therefore, to enable a better understanding of their complex physical nature, it is9
necessary to employ simpler model systems. A key advantage of such systems is the possibil-10
ity to do in silico testing by developing mathematical expressions for the interaction between11
the suspension constituents which can be solved numerically [2, 3].12
In general, depending on the way the suspending medium is taken into account, there13
are two types of approaches for the numerical simulation of non-colloidal suspensions. One14
approach is to model the hydrodynamic contributions implicitly, a classic example of which15
is the Stokesian Dynamics (SD) method [4]. In the SD and its variants, the suspended parti-16
cles’ velocities and forces are equated through a grand resistance matrix which, at each time17
step, is inverted to calculate the solid particles velocities. The positions of the particles are18
then computed by explicit integration of their velocities using a Runge-Kutta method. The19
computational cost associated with the matrix inversion operations limited the number of20
particles employable in the original SD method. Therefore, variants of SD were proposed to21
blackuce the computational complexity of the method by modifying the costly construction22
and inversion of the far-field mobility matrix. One such early approach was the Accelerated23
Stokesian Dynamics (ASD) [5] method which scales as O(N ln N), where N is the number24
of suspended particles in the system, against the original SD with O(N3) scaling. Taking25
inspiration from the work of Ball and Melrose [6], some recent studies have further simplified26
the computations with modification to the construction of the resistance tensor. The mod-27
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ified resistance tensor typically contains an isotropic tensor with self-drag like terms added28
to another tensor obtained through pairwise summation of the short-range lubrication inter-29
actions. Since the major contribution to the resistance matrix comes from the lubrication30
forces, these variants are termed as Fast Lubrication Dynamics (FLD) [7, 8] methods. These31
modifications solely expedite the calculations, on the other hand SD-type methods may en-32
counter some difficulties, as they rely on the analytical solution of Stokes flow, which is of33
different application in finite particle inertia, arbitrary particle shapes, compressibility effects,34
transient effects or complex solvent media. Another important aspect that requires attention35
is the conservation properties of these different numerical approaches, i.e. conservation of36
the linear and angular momentum. Although all methods follow from the conservation equa-37
tions in their differential form, they often resort to careful modification/truncation in their38
numerical model that helps to reproduce the experimentally observed rheology. For example,39
in some studies the viscosity parameter in the isotropic tensor term is set based on fits to40
experimental relative viscosity measurements. Although these approaches are well-motivated41
and provide means to simulate complicated particle-laden flows, it is somewhat difficult to42
deduce the conservation properties of these methods.43
Another approach, that can alleviate some of the aforementioned difficulties associated44
with the SD based methods, is to consider the hydrodynamic effects of the suspending media45
explicitly. This requires the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations through a Direct Nu-46
merical Simulation (DNS) [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] procedure. However, even for simple systems47
such as the non-colloidal hard spherical particles suspended in a Newtonian medium, DNS48
approaches can run into several numerical difficulties. The foremost issue is the requirement49
to resolve the thin interstitial fluid region between the solid particles which can become very50
narrow with increasing solid volume fraction and/or the bulk velocity of the suspension. To51
deploy DNS of the suspension in a brute force manner, significantly high computational ef-52
fort and resources are requiblack to adapt the mesh for moving boundaries and for mesh53
refinement and coarsening, which does eventually limit the system size and the time scales54
of the simulation. This is true also for the methods based on Lagrangian description of the55
solvent such as the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19], if no56
proper treatment of the near-field hydrodynamic interaction is consideblack.57
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In particular, the necessity to refine the mesh in the inter-particle gaps is avoided in58
Ref. [17] by using an analytical expression for the short-range hydrodynamic forces known59
as the lubrication force corrections. Despite the simplicity of incorporating this change in60
a DNS-based approach, it should be noted that the singular nature of the lubrication force61
terms can place significant numerical constraints, such as a restrictive time step, due to62
particle pairs that are at near contact separations. This is particularly severe for explicit63
schemes where stability and accuracy are largely dictated by the time step size. In order64
to overcome this numerical issue, Bian and Ellero [20] proposed an efficient semi-implicit65
splitting integration scheme for the lubrication forces, coupled to an SPH model describing66
the far-field hydrodynamic interactions, which is significantly faster and stable even for dense67
suspensions of very high solid volume fraction.68
In this paper, we propose a new 3D semi-implicit lubrication dynamics method based on69
the model proposed by Ball and Melrose [6] taking into account uniquely the short-range70
lubrication hydrodynamic interactions. For this reason, the computational requirement are71
strongly blackuced compablack to Refs. [17, 20]. Along with the model, an efficient splitting72
integration scheme is presented for the accelerated and stable simulation of non-colloidal hard73
spheres suspended in a Newtonian matrix. The integration scheme is used to compute both74
the particle’s linear and angular velocities implicitly. Moreover, the discrete model is con-75
structed to fully respect the linear and angular momentum conservation properties and can76
be easily extended for simulating non-Brownian suspensions with non-Newtonian matrices77
[21, 22, 23]. On the flip side, the lack of explicit interaction with the solvent and far-field hy-78
drodynamic interaction limits the accurate description to dense systems. It must be pointed79
out that, in the proposed method, the suspension flow is established exclusively through80
pairwise short-ranged lubrication-based particle-particle and wall-particle interactions. The81
influence of the matrix flow on the particles, which requires addition of a self-drag term for82
each particle, is neglected for reason owing to loss of exact linear momentum conservation of83
a pair-wisely interacting particle system. As a result, the proposed method can accurately84
simulate only dense suspensions and, simulating single or few particles and dilute suspen-85
sions are beyond its range of applicability. To this end, Section 2 describes the lubrication86







Figure 1: Schematic of a suspended particle-pair in a lubrication dynamics model.
integration scheme is briefly presented in Section 3. Using the presented methodology, sim-88
ulation of the simple shear test was carried out and the results obtained are discussed in89
Section 4. The paper concludes with a brief summary highlighting the important findings of90
the present work in Section 5.91
2. Modelling suspensions with lubrication dynamics92
Numerical approaches like DNS and SD are excellent candidates for simulating suspen-93
sions, but, their requirement of computational resources and time increases prohibitively with94
particle volume fractions and system size. While it is imperative for the DNS approach to95
employ high performance computing to speed up the calculations, SD-type methods often96
resort to heuristic algorithmic simplifications. As these methods effectively and efficiently97
handle very low to moderate particle volume fractions and suffer high computational cost98
only at high volume fractions, there is an obvious necessity for alternative approaches tack-99
ling specifically higher particle concentrations. Taking advantage of the dominance of the100
lubrication forces over the long-range hydrodynamic interaction, we formulate a simple yet101
efficient approach to pblackict suspension rheology at high particle volume fractions. In this102
approach, we assume that only the squeezing and shearing flow in the narrow inter-particle103
gaps contribute towards the hydrodynamic effect on the particles. These can be implicitly104
accounted for through the short-range inter-particle lubrication forces, the expressions for105
which are readily available in the literature. Using these expressions, the contribution to the106
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total force on a given particle can be computed based on the interactions with its nearest107
neighbors which are determined through a cut-off distance rc (see Fig. 1). In a similar108
manner, the total torque on a particle can also be calculated by summing the individual109
contribution from its nearest neighbors. Thereafter, for each particle in the suspension, the110
evolution of its translational and angular velocities are determined by integrating the summed111
inter-particle lubrication force and torque acting on it.112
The most serious complication with this simplistic approach is due to the singular nature113
of the lubrication expressions. The leading order terms scale inversely with the inter-particle114
gap, denoted as s (see Fig. 1), which decreases with higher particle concentration and115
bulk velocity. This in turn results in diverging inter-particle lubrication forces and torques.116
Hence, special care has to be taken in choosing the appropriate time integration approach.117
It is possible to integrate naively using an explicit integration scheme, but the method would118
suffer from numerical instabilities, especially at higher particle concentrations, owing to severe119
restriction on the time step size. Therefore, an efficient integration approach is necessary to120
ensure the proposed method is faster while retaining its simplicity, accuracy and stability.121
Following the work of Bian and Ellero [20] a new fully conservative semi-implicit integration122
approach for particle systems with spin is developed in this study, the details of which are123
given in Section 3. Finally, the position vector of the particles can be simply obtained through124
explicit integration of its translational velocity.125
It should also be pointed out that conservation of linear and angular momentum is of126
paramount importance for obtaining physically correct solutions. In the proposed lubrication-127
based model, we ensure that the conservation laws are obeyed by choosing the appropriate128
anti-symmetric expressions for the force and torque terms. The expressions used are presented129
and briefly discussed in the following section.130
2.1. Lubrication force and torque131
Various expressions for the lubrication force interaction has been employed in the lit-132
erature. For a comprehensive review the reader is referblack to Ref. [24]. Taking into133
consideration the conservation of linear and angular momenta we have selected a specific set134
of expressions that satisfy geometrical conditions. For the present study, we follow the work135
of Ball and Melrose [6] and set the forces (F ) and torques (T ) on a given pair of spheres α136
6
and β at very close separation as follows:137













asheαβ × (1− eαβeαβ) · vαβ − ash (1− eαβeαβ) · (ωα + ωβ)−





asheαβ × (1− eαβeαβ) · vαβ − ash (1− eαβeαβ) · (ωα + ωβ) +
apu (1− eαβeαβ) · ωαβ + atweαβeαβ · ωαβ. (3)
Here, any quantity with subscript α or β represents the corresponding particle’s quantity140
and any quantity with subscript αβ, say Aαβ denotes Aα − Aβ. Therefore, eαβ is the unit141
radial vector connecting a particle-pair, rαβ is the center-to-center particle distance, vαβ is142
the relative velocity vector and ω represents the angular velocity of the particles. For the143
case of spheres with equal radius a and inter-particle gap s = rαβ − 2a, the co-efficients in144























































Given that the inter-particle force is pairwise and antisymmetric i.e. F α = −F β, the linear146
momentum of the particle system is directly conserved. In order to have angular momentum147
conservation, the condition rαβ×F α+T α+T β = 0 should be satisfied. After some algebraic148
manipulations, it can be shown that the expressions given in Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) hold such149
a condition. Note that, unlike FLD-based approaches [7, 8], no particle self-drag term is150
consideblack in this formulation. Firstly, this avoids delicate tuning of the parameters, in151
fact the self-terms in FLD are selected to match the mean particle mobility (equivalently152
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the short time self-diffusivity) [25] and typically contains a macroscopic information on the153
whole suspension, i.e. η(φ) [26] which is one of the output properties of interest. Secondly, it154
also avoids the problem of lack of exact linear momentum conservation. To conserve linear155




j Fij = 0 where156
index i goes over all the particles and j goes over the neighbors of ith particle, needs to157
be satisfied. Adding a self-drag term systematically violates the aforementioned condition158
which in a pair-wisely interacting particle system with antisymmetric forces is automatically159
guaranteed.160
2.2. Repulsive force161
The flow of an ideal non-colloidal suspension is known to be a singular problem i.e.162
given that two particles are approaching each other, the inter-particle separation decreases163
indefinitely with no possible steady state. Consequently, the analytical solution for the164
problem pblackicts an increasingly large inter-particle dissipative force due to the squeezing165
of the interstitial fluid. However, in the case of real suspensions a finite inter-particle distance166
is reached owing to factors such as surface roughness, Brownian forces and other excluded167
volume effects. In the numerical simulations, these effects are accounted for through a short-168
range inter-particle repulsion force that helps to prevent unphysical particle overlapping. In169
the present study, a Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek [27, 28, 29] type repulsion for hard170
spheres is employed as given in the following.171




Here, h = s
a
is the non-dimensional spacing between a particle-pair, F0 is the peak magnitude172
of the repulsion force and τ determines its range. The value of τ = 103 is typically chosen173
to model hard spheres, whereas τ = 102 is used for soft repulsive interactions [28]. The174
suspension rheology, particularly at high particle volume fraction, is known to be significantly175
influenced by the repulsion force parameters and therefore needs to be heuristically set to176
match the experimental observations. Since the repulsion force depends only on the relative177
position of the particles a Verlet scheme is used for its integration.178
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3. Semi-implicit integration scheme179
As mentioned earlier, the integration of the Eqs.(1), (2) and (3) for simulating dense180
suspensions of high particle concentration can become a computationally expensive task181
when explicit integration schemes are used. At high particle concentration, the near contact182
separation between the particles severely restricts the time step size leading to prolonged183
simulation duration. To resolve this issue, we present an efficient and robust semi-implicit184
integration scheme that can significantly speedup the simulation.185
Consider the interaction between two spherical particles α and β of radius a, mass m and186
a moment of inertia I. At any given time t, if their translational velocities are V α and V β,187
and their angular velocities are ωα and ωβ, their linear and angular velocities Ṽ α, Ṽ β, ω̃α188
and ω̃β after a time step ∆t read189



















By subtracting the velocities and substituting (1) we find,193

























Similarly, by adding the angular velocities and substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) one obtains195


















Taking the cross product of eαβ and Eq. (12), and rearranging the terms, one obtains197
eαβ × (ω̃α + ω̃β) =
1
Eαβ
eαβ × (ωα + ωβ)−
Dαβ
Eαβ
(eαβeαβ − 1) · Ṽ αβ (16)















= V αβ −
Cαβ
Eαβ
eαβ × (ωα + ωβ)
The last equation is a linear system on Ṽ αβ for which the solution can be obtained by199












Considering the inverse matrix is of the form Yαβ1 + Zαβeαβeαβ, where Yαβ and Zαβ are201






(Aαβ +Bαβ) (CαβDαβ +BαβEαβ)
(18)
Thus the relative velocity of a particle-pair after a given time step can be computed as follows.203





eαβ × (ωα + ωβ)
)
(19)
Using the conservation of the linear momentum i.e. Ṽ α + Ṽ β = V α + V β, the particles’204





V α + V β − Ṽ αβ
)
and Ṽ α = Ṽ αβ + V β. (20)
To calculate the angular velocities, we begin by rewriting (12) as in the following.206
(Eαβ1 + Fαβeαβeαβ)·(ω̃α + ω̃β) = ωα+ωβ−DαβYαβ
(
eαβ × V αβ −
Cαβ
Eαβ













in Eq. (21), we find208






















Using T αβ calculated from Eqs. (2) and (3), we determine from (8) and (9) that210



























































[Mαβ1 +Nαβeαβeαβ] · (ωα + ωβ)− Pαβeαβ × V αβ} (29)
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The whole solution is obtained by iteratively solving Eqs. (19)-(20) and Eq. (29) for each216
interacting pair (α, β).217
To maintain the accuracy of the method and its robustness at all particle configurations,218
the ∆t in Eqs. (20) and (29) is replaced by ∆tsweep = ∆t/Nsweep in the implementation. Here,219
the number of sub-iteration Nsweep is dynamically determined to ensure it is high enough to220
get convergence while simultaneously being sufficiently small to speed up the calculations.221
Beginning with a large default value for Nsweep, at each time step say n
th, two different sweeps222
are carried-out with Nsweep = 2
m and Nsweep = 2
m−1. Then, the difference in the particles’223




















and compablack against the value of a pblackefined tolerance ε. If the value of emv and e
m
ω225
are less than the specified tolerance then the value of Nsweep is halved. This procedure is226
repeated for q times until (em−q, em−qω ) > ε. Upon reaching this condition, the value of227
Nsweep = 2
m−q−1 becomes the default number of sweeps for the iteration of the next time228
step and the velocities obtained with Nsweep = 2
m−q−1 are retained. On the contrary, if229
the value of emv and e
m
ω are greater than the specified tolerance then the value of Nsweep is230
doubled and the procedure is repeated for q times until (em+qv , e
m+q
ω ) < ε. Finally, the value231
of Nsweep = 2
m+q is set the default value for the subsequent time steps and the velocities232
obtained with this value of Nsweep is retained. From the computed velocities, the particles’233
positions are then updated using any desiblack explicit integration approach A flow chart234
illustrates the proposed semi-implicit splitting integration procedure in Fig. 2. As a final235
remark, the reader can refer to Appendix B where the method is discussed within an SD236
modeling framework.237
3.1. Analysis of the algorithmic complexity238
To illustrate the efficiency of the proposed semi-implicit integration algorithm for the239
lubrication force and torque, against an explicit integration, the algorithmic complexity of240
the scheme is analyzed in this section. By counting the number of floating point operations,241
with +,−,×,÷ as one count, log() as two counts and ()power as three counts, requiblack for242
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Figure 2: Flow chart of the proposed pairwise semi-implicit splitting integration procedure.
the computing the translational and angular velocities (see Table 1) a comparison is made243
between an explicit and the proposed semi-implicit integration algorithm. For the purpose of244
analysis, the Euler method is consideblack. The Euler method is the simplest of all integration245
scheme for explicit calculation of the particle velocities and therefore makes it easier to analyze246
the computational complexity involved. It also allows one to establish the most conservative247
algorithmic complexity expected from an explicit scheme to compare against the proposed248
method. However, it is pointed that a more accurate and more complex Velocity-Verlet249
method was used for obtaining the simulation results presented in the following sections. In250
other words, for the analysis, we compare with the least complex scheme (Euler), and in the251
simulations we compare with the more efficient scheme (Velocity-Verlet). Also, notice that252
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only the calculations that are distinct for each approach are consideblack for the analysis.253
The algorithm begins with the neighbor search as shown in lines 1,2 and 3 of Table 1.254
Given that both the explicit and semi-implicit approach employ pairwise force and torque,255
the simplest direct neighbor search procedure would yield N(N − 1/2) possible pairs. From256
these pairs, finding the nearest neighbors based on the value of rc would require 6 operations.257
The total number of operations involved in the rest of the calculations within the IF loop258
beginning in line 3 depend on the actual number of nearest neighbors (Nneigh). The value259
of (Nneigh) is a function of the r
c and particle volume fraction φ and may also vary for each260
particle in the suspension. For example, given that φ = 0.45 and rc = 3.0, the average value261
of Nneigh is found to be 6.262
For the semi-implicit scheme, the total number of operations involved in computing the263
velocities (line 4 and 5) is therefore found to be (142N×Nneigh)×Nsweep). On the other hand,264
the total count for the explicit algorithm (line 4 to 15) is given by (113N×Nneigh+6N)×Nsub.265
Here, Nsub is the number of sub-time steps requiblack by the explicit algorithm relative to the266
semi-implicit. Taking Nneigh = 6, the number of operations involved for the semi-implicit and267
explicit methods are therefore (852N ×Nsweep) and (684N ×Nsub) respectively. This implies268
that the efficacy of the semi-implicit approach depends on the number of sweeps Nsweep269
requiblack (which has been optimized to remain sufficiently small as previously discussed)270
in comparison with the number of sub-time step Nsub requiblack by the explicit approach.271
Therefore, the semi-implicit scheme would be faster as long as the condition 1.25Nsweep < Nsub272
holds.273
4. Numerical results and discussion274
In order to validate the proposed methodology, we simulate the simple shear test of a275
non-colloidal suspension and compare the pblackicted rheometric functions against some of276
the benchmark results. To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed semi-implicit method277
over explicit schemes, we also simulate the same test with a Velocity-Verlet time integration278
scheme. For this test, a three dimensional computational box of size 32a × 32a × 32a is279
consideblack. Here, a is the radius of the suspended particle. While the top and bottom280
surfaces of the box are consideblack to be bounded by walls, the rest of the boundary surfaces281
14
line explicit count semi-implicit count
1 DO α = 1, N-1 DO α = 1, N-1
2 DO β = α+1,N DO β = α+1, N
3 IF (sαβ < r
c) 6 IF (sαβ < r
c) 6
4 Fαβ = Eq. (1) 55 Integrate Eqs. (1), 142
5 Fα+ = Fαβ 1 (2) and (3) implicitly
6 Fβ− = Fαβ 1 ENDIF
7 Tα+ = Eq. (2) 46 ENDDO




12 DO α = 1, N
13 Vα+ = Fα∆t/mα 3
14 ωα+ = Tα∆t/Iα 3
15 ENDDO
Total 119 148
Table 1: The computational operations involved in the explicit integration of the lubrication force and torque
are compablack against the proposed semi-implicit approach.
are assumed to be periodic. The top and bottom walls are moved at a constant but opposite282
velocities along the x − axis determined from the prescribed input shear rate γ̇in. Due to283
the presence of wall slip at large particle volume fractions, the effective shear rate γ̇ein in the284
computational domain is calculated by interpolating the particles’ velocities in the bulk. The285
schematic of the problem setup is shown in Fig. 3.286
The configuration of the suspended particles inside the problem domain is setup using a287
Monte-Carlo approach. Based on the supplied value of rc, an efficient linked-list algorithm288
is employed to determine the neighbor particles. Notice that rc is not a free parameter and289
has to be less than 4a. In order to regularize the singular nature of the lubrication forces,290
a parameter denoted as rδ is specified. For inter-particle separations below the prescribed291
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value of rδ, the lubrication force and torque are kept constant. Similar to previous studies292
[30, 31], the parameter rδ is set a typical value of 0.001a. The repulsion force parameters F0293
and τ are set as 8.4318× 10−3 and 103 respectively. For dynamically adapting the Nsweep, its294
maximum value is set as 1024 and the tolerance parameter ε is set as 10−3. Unless otherwise295
stated, the default dimensionless time step size ∆t is typically set as 10−4 with the reference296
or characteristic time scale taken to be tref = γ̇
−1. For simulations with explicit integration,297
the following version of Velocity-Verlet algorithm [32, 33] was employed.298














F α(t+ ∆t) = F α(r(t+ ∆t),V
∗(t+ ∆t),ω∗(t+ ∆t))
T α(t+ ∆t) = T α(r(t+ ∆t),V
∗(t+ ∆t),ω∗(t+ ∆t))





(F α(t) + F α(t+ ∆t))





(T α(t) + T α(t+ ∆t)) (31)
Top wall
Bottom wall
Figure 3: Schematic of the simple shear test. A cubic domain of side 32a is filled with mono-dispersed
suspension of particles. The radius of the particles are set as a = 1 unit. As depicted, the shearing flow in
the domain is established by moving the top and bottom walls at a constant speed in opposite directions
along the x− axis. The periodic boundaries are marked in dashed lines.
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are the pblackicted translational and angular velocities and the parameter λ is set as 0.5.300
4.1. Sensitivity of the semi-implicit approach to various parameters301
To begin with, we carry out simulations to analyze the sensitivity of the results obtained302
to the choice of the rc. As the rheometric functions are determined from the stresses in the303
particle system, the lubrication forces acting on the suspension particles need to be accurately304
resolved. In this regard, the value of rc needs to be set sufficiently large to accurately take305
into account the inter-particle lubrication forces. As a first choice we set rc as 2.5a and306
simulated the simple shear test for different particle volume fraction ranging from 0.05 to307








. For the mono-dispersed system of spherical neutrally-buoyant particles of radius310
a = 1 and density ρp = 1 consideblack in this study, the values of particles’ mass and moment311




respectively. The simulation parameters are set such that the312




is very low with a value of 0.00625 and therefore the313
effects of inertial motion of the particles on the suspension rheology should be insignificant.314
Very high values of φ were not consideblack as disorder-to-order transition might occur and315
contact frictional forces would be significant [28]. Using the position of the particles and the316
inter-particle forces, the stress tensor in the bulk region was continuously monitoblack via317
the Irving-Kirkwood method [34] as follows:318












where, V is the volume of the bulk region, v is the perturbation velocity vector, rαβ = rα−rβ319
is the relative position vector of a α particle with respect to its β neighbor particle and Fαβ320
is the inter-particle force vector. It should be pointed out that ordering of particles can occur321
near the walls which grows with particle concentration. For the values of φ simulated in this322
study, the layering of particles near the wall was observed to less significant. Moreover, the323
Irving-Kirkwood method is applied only on the bulk region that is sufficiently far away from324
the walls. Therefore, the steric effects of the walls on the pblackicted rheology is negligible.325
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Figure 4: The variation of a) the suspension relative viscosity and the normal stress differences b) N1 and c)
N2 with the particle concentration obtained with rc = 2.5a.
Once the stresses reached a steady value, the relative viscosity of the suspension (ηR) and326












The pblackicted rheometric functions of the suspension obtained for rc = 2.5a are shown329
in Fig. 4. For comparison purpose, the results of Sierou and Brady [28] and Bertevas et al.330
[35] have been co-plotted. Although there is a good qualitative match, a clear underestimation331
of the suspension relative viscosity and the non-dimensional normal stress differences with332
respect to the reference results is observed. Results tested with different choices of ∆t and333
rδ did not show any appreciable differences. As expected, a sharp decrease in the suspension334
relative viscosity with particle volume fraction is also noticeable. This is due to the declining335
neighbor contribution at lower particle volume fractions which in turn results in vanishing336
stresses in the bulk.337
The underestimation of the suspension properties clearly indicated the insufficient con-338
tribution from the neighbor particles. Therefore, another set of simulation were conducted339
with rc = 3a. The results of the simulations are shown in Fig. 5. With the increase in340
the value of rc, the pblackicted results can be found to be in excellent agreement with the341
reference results. Especially for φ > 0.30, the pblackicted suspension relative viscosity was342
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Figure 5: Variation of a) the suspension relative viscosity and the normal stress differences b) N1 and c) N2
with the particle concentration. Results corresponds to simulations with rc = 3a.
found to match well the results of Sierou and Brady [28]. This implies that upon tunning343
of the parameter rc, the current methodology is well suited for estimating the rheological344
properties of dense suspensions. While the N1 normal stress difference is found to be ac-345
curately pblackicted, the values of N2 remained slightly underestimated, but still in line to346
those reported in Ref. [28].347
In search of avenues to speed-up the calculations, the effect of blackucing the box size348
from 323a3 to 163a3 was studied. Although, there was an obvious speedup in the calculation,349

























Figure 6: Comparison of results obtained with cubic domains of side 16a and 32a. Variation of the rheometric











Figure 7: Comparison of the average number of neighbors for box sizes 163a3 (line with ♦) and 323a3 (line).
the results obtained were relatively less accurate. For the two different box sizes consideblack,350
Table 2 compares the number of suspended particles in the domain and the time taken to351
simulate upto γ̇t = 52.8. It can be noticed that with almost an order of magnitude decrease in352
the number of particles, the simulations using the 163a3 box is at least seven times faster than353
φ
163a3 323a3
N run time N run time
0.05 49 0.19(8.79x) 391 1.67
0.10 98 0.74(6.49x) 782 4.80
0.20 196 1.92(8.05x) 1565 15.47
0.30 294 4.16(7.48x) 2347 31.12
0.35 343 4.49(9.05x) 2738 40.64
0.40 392 5.65(8.79x) 3129 49.68
0.45 441 7.51(8.08x) 3520 60.75
0.48 470 8.34(8.42x) 3755 70.29
Table 2: For the two box sizes consideblack, time taken (in hours) by the semi-implicit and explicit integration
schemes to reach γ̇t = 52.8 is compablack. Here, N is the number of suspension particles in the domain.
The values enclosed in brackets are the relative speed-up in calculations of smaller domain when compablack
against the larger domain. All CPU-time data refer to single-core computations.
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Figure 8: Convergence of the a) relative viscosity and normal stress differences b) N1 and c) N2 for different
vales of φ and ε.
the 323a3 box. Fig. 6 compares the viscometric functions obtained with the computational354
domain of size 163a3 against 323a3. With a blackuced box size, the results obtained are in355
good agreement with the reference results for a particular range of φ varying between 0.35 to356
0.45. However, a considerable underestimation of the suspension relative viscosity is observed357
for φ < 0.35 and φ > 0.45. In a similar manner, the N1 and N2 normal stress differences are358
also found to somewhat underestimated at high particle volume fractions. Notice that the359
underestimation is observed despite the average number of neighbors (Navgneigh) being almost360
the same for both box sizes (see Fig. 7). These results clearly indicate the presence of box361
and possible confinement effects due to the choice of a realistic slit channel geometry. Hence,362
the larger domain with side of length 32a was used for all the simulations reported henceforth.363
364
The accuracy and robustness of the semi-implicit integration are highly dependent on365
the tolerance parameter ε which controls the number of sweeps (Nsweep) requiblack at each366
step of the time integration. In order to assess the influence of the tolerance parameter on367
the pblackicted suspension rheology, simulations were carried out with ε = 10−2, 10−3 and368
10−4. As seen from Fig. 8, irrespective of the particle concentration, the variation of the369
suspension relative viscosity and dimensional normal stress differences with ε is fairly low.370
This is attributed to the choice of the ∆t (taken as 10−4) being low enough to mask the effect371
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of ε. Hence, the present results indicate that a value of 10−3 should be sufficient to ensure372















Figure 9: Variation of number of sweeps (Nsweep) for a) ε = 0.0001 and b) comparison of average number
of sweeps Navgsweep for different φ and ε. For ε = 0.001 and 0.01, the Nsweep remained as 1 throughout the
simulation.
373
It is pointed out that employing a sufficiently low value of ε is necessary to avoid unnec-374
essary increase in the number of sweeps requiblack and in turn the computational cost. To375
emphasis this, for the different values of ε and φ studied, the variation of the Nsweep with time376
is shown in Fig. 9. While the value of Navgsweep remains as 1 for ε = 10
−2 and 10−3 throughout377
the simulation, for ε = 10−4, it often increases from 2 to 4 depending on the particle volume378
fraction. To explain the dependency of the Nsweep on the particle concentration, the average379
number of sweeps Navgsweep is also shown in Fig. 9b. As can be seen, the number of sweeps380
increases with particle concentration to accommodate for the corresponding decrease in the381
average inter-particle separation. This clearly demonstrates the superior adaptive nature of382
the proposed algorithm to suit the dynamics of the problem, as well as, the accuracy de-383
manded by the user. Such a feature also establish the robustness of the proposed algorithm384
to solve problems with varying degree of numerical complexity.385
4.2. Semi-implicit versus explicit integration386
To demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed semi-implicit integration scheme, a compar-387
ative study against a typically employed explicit integration approach is presented in this388
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Figure 10: a) Suspension relative viscosity pblackicted by the semi-implicit and explicit integration schemes
with ∆t = 10−3 are compablack. Stable and unstable simulations are marked with filled circles and crosses
respectively. b) Variation of the Nsweep parameter in the case of the semi-implicit scheme for different particle
concentration.
section. To this end, the simple shear test was simulated by solving the Eqs. (1), (2) and (5)389
using a second order accurate Velocity-Verlet scheme. To compare the stability and accuracy390
of the schemes, both the explicit and the semi-implicit methods were tested for time step size391
varying from 10−3 to 10−6. For the semi-implicit scheme, the convergence criterion ε and the392
maximum value for Nsweep were set as 10
−3 and 1024 receptively.393
For ∆t = 10−3, the simulations using the explicit scheme failed instantly at γ̇t = 0 for the394
range of volume fraction studied. On the other hand, for the same time step size, the semi-395
implicit scheme was able to simulate particle volume fractions up to 0.35 through dynamic396
adaption of the Nsweep parameter. Although after reaching the steady state, the simulations397
ended prematurely due to particle-overlapping at γ̇t = 7.1 and γ̇t = 2.2 for φ = 0.40 and398
φ = 0.45 respectively. Fig. 10a shows suspension relative viscosity pblackicted by the semi-399
implicit and the explicit scheme. The stable and unstable simulations are marked with filled400
circles and crosses respectively. In Fig. 10b, corresponding variation of the Nsweep parameter401
for the semi-implicit scheme is shown. Although, the presented algorithm systematically402
increases the Nsweep with φ, the inter-particle forces from the lubrication and repulsion was403
insufficient to maintain the excluded volume effect of the particles. This is partially attributed404
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to the choice of rδ which limits the maximum lubrication force on a particle-pair and partially405
to the explicit integration of the repulsion force term. It was found that blackucing the rδ406
to lower values, say 10−4, indeed provided stable simulations for φ > 0.35. On the other407
hand, it should be noted that the explicit scheme is unstable for all volume fractions when408
∆t = 10−3.409
By lowering the value of ∆t to 10−4, a marked improvement on the accuracy as well as410
stability of the semi-implicit scheme was observed. Fig. 11 shows the variation in the relative411
viscosity of the suspension with particle volume fraction. The pblackictions of the proposed412
semi-implicit approach can be found to be in good agreement with the reference data. On413
the other hand, with ∆t = 10−4, the explicit scheme showed a clear underestimation of the414
suspension relative viscosity and also failed to run for φ ≥ 0.45. Upon decreasing the ∆t to415
10−5, the explicit scheme simulations were able to run stably at higher particle volume frac-416
tions, however, the pblackicted suspension relative viscosity were somewhat overestimated.417
To ensure the solution from the explicit scheme is independent of the time step size, another418
set of simulations were conducted with a further refined ∆t equal to 10−6. From Fig. 11, it419
can be noticed that the pblackictions of ∆t equal to 10−5 and 10−6 almost overlap each other,420
indicating the absence of any significant improvement on the pblackiction of the suspension421
relative viscosity. Comparing these results, it is evident that the proposed semi-implicit422







Figure 11: Suspension relative viscosity pblackicted by the semi-implicit and explicit integration schemes
(with different time step size) are compablack. Stable and unstable simulations are marked with filled circles
and crosses respectively.
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Figure 12: Dimensionless normal stress differences pblackicted by the semi-implicit and explicit integration
schemes.
approach is capable of stably simulating the test even at higher time step size. Moreover,423
compablack to the explicit scheme, the pblackicted suspension relative viscosities were in424
much better agreement with the reference data. Similar observations could also be made425
from Fig. 12 in which the variation of the dimensionless normal stress differences pblackicted426
by the semi-implicit and the explicit method are compablack.427
To further elaborate on the simulation speed-up gained by using the semi-implicit scheme,428
the time taken by the semi-implicit and the explicit integration schemes to simulate the simple429
shear test are compablack. To determine the actual speed-up, it is necessary to take into430
account the accuracy of the results obtained from both methods. For this purpose, Fig. 13431
compares the relative viscosity of the suspension at φ = 0.40 pblackicted by the semi-implicit432
and the explicit methods with different time step sizes. The stable and unstable simulation433
are again marked with filled circles and crosses respectively. It can be observed that both the434
explicit scheme and semi-implicit schemes are unstable for ∆t = 10−3. For ∆t = 10−4 both435
schemes were found to be stable, however, the semi-implicit scheme was found to be more436
accurate. Moreover, unlike the semi-implicit scheme, the explicit scheme with ∆t = 10−4 was437
also found to be unstable for the case of φ = 0.45,. With reference to the results of Sierou438
and Brady [28], the error in the pblackicted relative viscosity of the suspension was 6% and439
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Figure 13: Suspension relative viscosity pblackicted by the semi-implicit and explicit integration schemes for
φ = 0.40 are compablack.
20% for the semi-implicit and explicit schemes. Upon further decrease of the time step size,440
the converged value of the suspension viscosity pblackicted by the explicit scheme was within441
6% error margin from the reference value. On the other hand, the semi-implicit scheme was442
able to pblackict the suspension viscosity with less than 0.01% error. Based on comparable443
accuracy levels (i.e close to 5%) results, the time taken to simulate with ∆t = 10−4 for the444
semi-implicit scheme and ∆t = 10−5 for the explicit scheme are compablack to assess the445
performance of the two schemes.446
Table 3 shows the time taken by the semi-implicit and the explicit integration schemes to447
N φ









2347 0.30 1 7.22 2.54 44.75 285.60
2738 0.35 1 9.61 3.99 60.40 365.48
3129 0.40 1 11.90 4.62 70.44 425.25
3520 0.45 1 14.32 - 81.70 563.10
Table 3: Time take, in hours, by the semi-implicit and explicit time-integration schemes to reach γ̇t = 10.56
are compablack.
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simulate the simple shear test for γ̇t = 10.56. The average number of sweeps Navgsweep for the448
semi-implicit schemes can be compablack to the number of explicit sub-time-step calculated449
as Nsub = ∆teqiv/∆t, where ∆teqiv = ∆t/N
avg
sweep is the equivalent semi-implicit time step450
size, for insights into the relative computing complexity of the approaches. For the chosen451
value of ε = 10−3 in the case of the semi-implicit scheme, the Navgsweep remained as 1 for the452
range of φ that were simulated. Hence, the value of Nsub for ∆t equal to 10
−4, 10−5 and453
10−6 can be found to be 1, 10 and 100 respectively. As previously shown in Sec. 3.1, the454
condition under which the semi-implicit scheme can exhibit potential speed-up in calculations455
is 1.25Nsweep < Nsub. In accordance with this condition, it can be found from the Table 3 that456
for ∆t = 10−4, the explicit scheme is slightly faster than the semi-implicit scheme. However,457
for ∆t = 10−5 and 10−6, the corresponding value of Nsub is significantly lower than the N
avg
sweep458
and therefore a drastic speed-up in calculations is observed. In fact, the observed speed-up459
with respect to the explicit scheme scales roughly between 0.4 to 0.6Nsub. It is necessary to460
point out that the above analysis is independent of the simulation box size as the Navgsweep and461
the Navgneigh does not increase with box size.462
5. Summary and Conclusion463
To summarize, this work presents a new lubrication dynamics method suitable for sim-464
ulation of concentrated non-Brownian particulate systems with a Newtonian matrix. This465
method exploits the dominance of short-range lubrication interactions over long-range hydro-466
dynamic interactions in dense particle systems to employ a minimalistic model to pblackict467
the rheometric functions of non-colloidal suspensions. In addition to the lubrication forces,468
a short-range inter-particle repulsive force is consideblack to simulate the finite inter-particle469
separations, e.g. due to surface roughness, in realistic systems. Another feature of the pro-470
posed method is the inclusion of particles’ rotational effects in a conservative pairwise form.471
The most important aspect of the method is the semi-implicit splitting integration scheme472
that enables stable and accurate simulation to be carried out in a fast manner. The presented473
pairwise semi-implicit procedure allows small system of equations to be generated for each474
particle-pair which can be solved analytically to compute the particles’ linear and angular475
velocities. Using a pblackefined tolerance to control the accuracy and computational cost,476
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the iterative semi-implicit scheme uses a dynamic adaptation algorithm to keep the number477
of iterations (Nsweep) sufficiently small. In brief, the proposed methodology, besides enjoying478
the full conservation of the system’s linear and angular momentum, is configublack to be479
simple and efficient.480
The validation of the proposed model was carried-out using a simple shear test to estimate481
the rheometric functions a non-colloidal suspension with a Newtonian matrix. The pblack-482
icted suspension relative viscosity and normal stress differences were in excellent agreement483
with the benchmark results available from open literature. The influence of various simu-484
lation parameters on the pblackicted suspension properties was systematically studied and485
discussed. To demonstrate the speed-up in the calculations, the performance of the semi-486
implicit method was compablack against the Velocity-Verlet scheme. With due consideration487
to the accuracy and stability, the presented semi-implicit splitting integration scheme was488
shown to be significantly faster than the Velocity-Verlet scheme. The dynamically adapted489
pairwise iterative scheme allows the proposed methodology to employ relatively larger time490
steps which substantially blackuces the simulation durations. Moreover, at higher volume491
fractions in particular, the semi-implicit scheme is found to be relatively more stable than492
the explicit Velocity-Verlet scheme. It was also observed that, for the present methodology493
to be simultaneously accurate and fast, the Nsweep parameter has to be sufficiently small.494
This requires a careful choice of the tolerance parameter ε and the time step size ∆t. For495
fast calculations higher ∆t and lower ε, and for better accuracy lower ∆t with higher ε is496
recommended. The present scheme can be used to simulate dense complex suspensions, e.g.497
particles suspended in a non-Newtonian media, by adopting new equations of lubrication498
forces for shear-thinning and thickening liquids [21, 22, 23] which is the current focus of499
research.500
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7. Appendix A: Modeling of the wall boundaries508
The interaction of one suspended particle with the top and bottom wall surfaces is modeled509
as an extra pair equation. In this sense, the wall is treated as any other particle with510
a different interaction. When a spherical particle of radius a moving with velocity V is511
within the cut-off distance from a wall moving at velocity V w, the normal and tangential512
forces exerted on the suspension particle are calculated based on Cox and Brenner [36] and513
Goldman et al. [37] as,514
F nαw = fαw(V α − V w) · eαweαw























Here, k is a suitable constant taken as 0.971264. To solve for the particle velocity using516
the semi-implicit scheme, for every particle-wall pair, their final velocities Ṽ α are written in517
terms of the previous velocities V ′α as518
Ṽ α = V
′





Ṽ w = V
′
w = V w (37)
Subtracting Eqs. (36) and (37), and substituting Eq. (34), we get520
Ṽ αw · {(gαw − fαw) eαweαw + (1− gαw)1}
∆tsweep
mα
= V ′αw (38)
for which the solution is521





















8. Appendix B: A generalised formalism analogous to Stokesian Dynamics524
In this study, a pairwise semi-implicit approach to simulate dense suspensions with New-525
tonian matrices in the Stokes regime is presented. Although, this iterative procedure is526
completely different from the standard SD approach, herein, we present briefly an equivalent527
SD system to solve. The general SD formalism for a force-free torque-free particle system528

























Here, R is the resistance tensor, U and U∞ are the particle and ambient fluid velocities530
respectively, Ω is the particle angular velocity, Ω∞ is the fluid vorticity, E∞ is the strain-rate531
tensor, f and t are the non-hydrodynamic contribution towards the particles’ total force F532
and torque T respectively. In a simple shear flow, the particle motion can be solved as533
U−U∞ = R−1FU · [f + RFE : E
∞] (42)
534
Ω−Ω∞ = R−1TU · [t + RTE : E
∞] (43)
For fast simulation of dense systems, whose rheology is dominated by the inter-particle lu-535
brication forces, the interaction of the particles with the background flow field is neglected536
(E∞ → U∞ = Ω∞ = 0). In the absence of a background flow, the particles are driven by its537
interaction with moving boundaries (fb, tb) and amongst particles in the proposed lubrication538
dynamics model. Considering these and employing the pairwise lubrication forces/torques,539
derived from the solution of the Stokes flow problem, in a quasi-static, non-zero inertia ap-540
proach to compute particle acceleration, the equivalent SD system is obtained by rewriting541
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